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 The Greek company MLS Multimedia was founded in October 1989 in Thessaloniki aiming at the 

development of firmware (hardware and software combined) products of high technology giving 

emphasis on novelty. Novelty and technology would be meaningless if they didn’t make our lives 

easier: Making Life Simple 



ΜAIC (MLS Artificial Intelligence Center) is one of the 
most important novelties in the history of MLS which is 
now integrated in its tablets και mobile phones. MAIC 
develops in a spectacular way the experience of using 
the  tablet or the mobile phone by interacting with its 
owner. Simply through a voice instruction of the user 
MAIC can: 
•         make calls 

•         send text messages and  e-mails 

•         search in the internet and YouTube 
•         track, surf and make a call to open pharmacies,   
hospitals, banks, gas stations 

•         inform for the nearest parking spaces, the traffic or 
the weather 
•         initiate installed applications 
•         make encyclopedic search and dictate its summary 

•         translate words or phrases and dictate the correct 
pronunciation from English to Greek and vice versa 



MLS Artificial Intelligence Center 

     MAIC is your personal assistant . Just by turning on your 

device, through a voice instruction, it can open any application 

you want from the ones installed in your device. For instance, 

when you say “camera” or “video camera”, the camera opens 

immediately; by saying “torch” the “torch turns on; say 

“facebook” and and your facebook account immediately opens; 

it also activates “data”, “bluetooth”, etc. Moreover, when you say 

“search” and then, for example, “Nikos Gkalis” in Greek or 

“Michael Jackson” in English, it opens the search results in 

Google about Nikos Gkalis or Michael Jackson respectively. 

Finally, when you say “open pharmacies” or “gas stations” it can 

find the nearest ones to you and can navigate you through the 

MLS navigation which is incorporated in your device.  



     The company aims at spreading novelty, expanding the potentials for 

everybody and making our lives easier and more fascinating! 
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